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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a unique technique to display the run times of the process chains, number of records 

transferred to each target, frequency and other details.  We do not have any ready option provided by 

SAP to display all these details for multiple process chains in one place as displayed here. This 

customised report developed using business content info cubes helps us to analyse the run times for the 

loads in process chains and derive conclusions on the performance, data, frequency and other details. 

Report allows us to choose the result as per our requirement by providing the selection criteria in the 

selection screen. 
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1. DATA EXTRACTION, TRANSFORMATION AND LOADING 

A process chain is a mechanism that controls extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) 

activities execution at a scheduled time in a defined Sequence. Since in many support project 

environments in IT industry multiple process chains are run you come across some issues with 

the system executing them at appropriate times. A process chain is a BW objects which has 

scheduled sequence of processes linked together and are executed in a specified order.   

 Process chain waits in the back ground for an event. Some of these processes trigger a separate 

event that can start other processes in turn. In an operating system there are a multitude of 

processes in addition to the loading process that occur regularly [1] [2].  Process chain is a 

mechanism that controls extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) activities execution at a 

scheduled time in a defined manner. Process chains are used to automate the complex structures 

with the help of the controlled processing, visualize the schedule by using network applications 

and centrally control and monitor the processes [3] [4].  

Openness is applied to the theory behind process chains, in that both user-defined programs and 

processes can be implemented. In addition, you can include process chains in other process 

chains, so-called Meta chains. In doing so you have the option of integrating process chains 

from the BW system, in which the Meta chain is found, or from other BW systems [5] [6]. In 

this context, local or remote process chains are concerned. Processes are scheduled before your 

run and can be monitored with the standard batch monitor. You start subsequent processes by 
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using background events. Short dumps and terminations are recognized and handled 

respectively [7] [9]. 

 

Figure 1:  Building a process flow: Data loading from Info packages in parallel to 1 Info cube. 

 

2. DATA LOAD MANIFESTATION 

One of the BW’s strongest selling points is its business objects developed by SAP based on 

predefined business roles and their tasks. For instance a sales general manager needs reports to 

get business information and conduct analysis. SAP provides set of BW objects developed 

called as business content objects to support operation level application programming tasks. It 

contains roles, work books, queries, info cubes, key figures, characteristics, update rules, info 

sources, and extractors for SAP R/3.  

A multi provider C_YTCT_M is created by the union of basic cubes. The multi provider created 

does not contain any data by itself; rather the data reside in the basic cubes 0TCT_C21, 

0TCT_C22, and 0TCT_C23.  

To a user multi provider resembles a basic cube. The below figure displays the multi provider 

created by selecting the business content cubes to derive the DTP, info package and process 

details included in various process chains in the system.  
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Figure 2:  Multi provider BW Run time manipulation 

 

The data from transactional data from data sources is extracted to the destination info cubes 

after the data pass through the info sources from various info cubes which pick the data from 

Info sources.  

 

Figure 3:  Data flow for Multi provider C_YTCT_M 
 

2.1. Fields Display 

On the multi provider a new report is created in the system to capture the no. of iteration of PCs, 

records from IP and DTP etc details. Chosen duration, frequency, number of records, data 

transfer process records, calendar day in key figures to be displayed in columns in the output of 

the report. Arranged rows to display the system details and then process chain id, process chain 

type, process variant. Selected UTC time stamp is free characteristics.  Time stamp being a free 

characteristic allows further drill down. This helps in reducing the input/ out put volume for the 

initial query result, there by improving the query performance.  
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Figure 4:  Columns 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4:  Rows and Free Characteristics 

 

 

 
Figure 5:  Result format 

 
2.2. Test Results 

• Performed several lab tests. Executed the process chains. Compared the result displayed 

with that of the info packages inside the process chain.  

• The status displayed was exactly matching in both the scenarios. 

• Enter the date range. For example: 1/11/2011 to 30/11/2011 and give process chain 

technical name if required in the variables screen.  

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Process Chains are the new generation of job scheduling and monitoring tools for tasks such as 

data loads, reporting agent jobs, or index rebuilds.  

The proposed approach is best suited for to be executed daily or when ever required to get the 

complete data load details.  This approach very helpful to the ETL team in Business Ware house 
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support project environments to view and analyze the data load status and system performance 

for multiple process chains in the system collated in one sheet. This approach has demonstrated 

good results in our preliminary experiments.  
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